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Abstract

Web services are designed for composition and use by third parties through dynamic discovery. As such, the issue of interoperability between services is of great importance to ensure that the services can work together towards the overall application goals. In particular, the interaction protocols of a service need to be implemented and used properly so that the service composition can conduct itself in an orderly fashion. In our previous work, we have proposed a lightweight, pattern/constraint-based approach to specifying service interaction protocols. It has been incorporated into OWL-S for service developers to describe service interaction constraints. In this paper, we present a framework for monitoring the run-time interaction behaviour of Web services and validating the behaviour against their pre-defined interaction constraints. The framework involves interception of service interactions/messages, representation of interaction constraints using finite state automata, and conformance checking of service interactions against interaction constraints. As such, the framework provides a useful tool for validating the implementation and use of services regarding their interaction behaviour.

1. Introduction

The emergence of Web services brings dramatic changes in IT system architectures and application paradigms. It is heavily used in the areas of system integration where Web service technology serves as a bridge between applications on heterogeneous platforms. Enterprises also use Web services to wrap its IT system functions and deploy them on the web, so that clients outside the enterprise system boundary can utilize those functions regardless technical implementation details. The interface description of a Web service is the first thing a user should obtain and analyse before it invokes the service. Service interface description can be regarded as the contract of interaction with its consumers. In general, such a contract should cover issues more than interface signatures. However, the current Web service description standard – WSDL only specifies the location and operation signature of a service. The research community has widely recognized the need of a rich description framework for Web service to provide semantic information about a service, especially its interaction protocols [5].

In [18], we have proposed an approach to specifying interaction protocols/rules of Web service using interaction constraints (ICs). The approach is rule-based and declarative in nature. It is able to address the limitations of the procedural/imperative programming approach employed by OWL-S when characterizing services with diversified behaviours. One of many advantages of a declarative approach is that it requires much simpler description, needing only one-third to one-sixth of the statements required by the procedural approach when representing the same behaviour [10]. In addition, describing a service in an declarative manner enables a consumer to use the service in ways that the service designer may not foresee [11]. It also gives better support to automatic reasoning-based validation of the composition of multiple services with diversified behaviours [16].

Typically, interaction constraints are specified by service designers and are not expected to be violated. However, whether the actual runtime interaction with a service conforms to its constraints is another question. A run-time service monitoring and validation utility is needed to provide crucial information on service execution traces for identifying reasons when such a violation occurs. In this paper, we present a framework and associated techniques that support automatic validation of run-time service behaviours against its
specified interaction constraints. The framework employs finite state automata (FSA) as semantic representation of interaction constraints, uses message monitor to track messages going in and out of services, utilizes distinctive mechanisms to manage dynamically created FSAs and perform automatic conformance checking of service interaction against ICs. In [18], we focus on the approach to constraint specification and only give a brief introduction on the monitoring and validation framework due to limited space. In this paper, we give a thorough account of the framework architecture, the functionalities and coordination of its major components, and the use of FSAs for run-time validation. We also provide a more scalable solution to IC representation by separating pattern FSAs from scope FSAs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of our approach to specifying interaction constraints for Web services. Section 3 explores the monitoring and validation framework in detail. The implementation is described in section 4. We then discuss related work in section 5 before concluding the paper in section 6.

2. An overview of Web service interaction constraint specification

To motivate, let us consider an auctioneer service that provides auction services on the web. The auctioneer publishes its interface in WSDL and communicates with a number of bidders and sellers by exchanging SOAP messages. The service is able to accept registrations from new bidders/sellers and hold auctions among registered bidders. It provides several operations to allow users to register and un-register themselves to the service, login and logout the service, as well as bid or sell an item. The service also provides an operation for bidders to retract their previous bids. Figure 1 shows an excerpt of the WSDL description of the auctioneer service.

```xml
<wsdl:definitions targetNamespace="http://localhost:8080/axis/services/Auctioneer" ...>
  <wsdl:portType name="Auctioneer">
    <wsdl:operation name="opRegister" parameterOrder="userInfo">
      <wsdl:input message="impl:opRegisterRequest" name="opRegisterRequest"/>
      <wsdl:output message="impl:opRegisterResponse" name="opRegisterResponse"/>
    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="opUnRegister" parameterOrder="userInfo">
      <wsdl:input message="impl:opUnRegisterRequest" name="opUnRegisterRequest"/>
      <wsdl:output message="impl:opUnRegisterResponse" name="opUnRegisterResponse"/>
    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="opLogin" parameterOrder="userInfo">
      <wsdl:input message="impl:opLoginRequest" name="opLoginRequest"/>
      <wsdl:output message="impl:opLoginResponse" name="opLoginResponse"/>
    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="opLogout" parameterOrder="userInfo">
      <wsdl:input message="impl:opLogoutRequest" name="opLogoutRequest"/>
      <wsdl:output message="impl:opLogoutResponse" name="opLogoutResponse"/>
    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="opSell" parameterOrder="userInfo itemInfo">
      <wsdl:input message="impl:opSellRequest" name="opSellRequest"/>
      <wsdl:output message="impl:opSellResponse" name="opSellResponse"/>
    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="opBid" parameterOrder="userInfo itemNo price">
      <wsdl:input message="impl:opBidRequest" name="opBidRequest"/>
      <wsdl:output message="impl:opBidResponse" name="opBidResponse"/>
    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="opRetract" parameterOrder="userInfo bidRefNo">
      <wsdl:input message="impl:opRetractRequest" name="opRetractRequest"/>
      <wsdl:output message="impl:opRetractResponse" name="opRetractResponse"/>
    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="opSell" parameterOrder="userInfo itemInfo">
      <wsdl:input message="impl:opSellRequest" name="opSellRequest"/>
      <wsdl:output message="impl:opSellResponse" name="opSellResponse"/>
    </wsdl:operation>

  </wsdl:portType>
</wsdl:definitions>
```

Figure 1: An Excerpt of WSDL 1.1 file for Auctioneer Web Service

The WSDL file above only contains operation signatures of the auctioneer service. Semantic information to enable service behavioural analysis is missing. What is needed is a framework for rich description for Web services, especially interaction protocols, to ensure proper use and interaction with services.

To address this issue, OWL-S has been proposed as a framework to describe the semantics of Web services. The framework is influential and well accepted in the research community. Its Process Model employs a procedural/imperative programming approach, and defines the service interaction protocol as a process [1]. It provides a set of control constructs, such as sequence, split and split+join etc., to specify possible process flows of a service’s operations to reach a particular result. Although this procedural approach is suitable to certain situations, it has some limitations in characterizing services with diversified behaviours. For example, instead of offering one fixed process, a service may allow users to customize their own transaction process based on their own needs. In OWL-S, each transaction has to be defined by a composite process, thus the resulting process model...
will become too complex as part of the interface description to be easily understood and properly used.

To address such limitations of OWL-S Process Model, we proposed in [18] a rule-based/declarative approach which is better-suited to represent services with diversified behaviours. The approach defines the interaction contract/protocol for a service as a set of interaction constraints. It advocates the use of intuitive pattern and scope operators from the property Specification Pattern System (SPS) proposed by Dwyer et al. in [7-9] for constraint specification. More specifically, it provides operators for specifying the restrictions on both the occurrence of individual operations’ invocations and the order (or sequencing) between different operation invocations. The supported pattern and scope operators and their usage are listed in Figure 2, where \( op_1, op_2, op_3 \) and \( op_4 \) are distinct operations and \( n \) is a natural.

\[
\begin{align*}
& op_1 \text{ is absent} \\
& op_2 \text{ exists[ [at most at least ]] } n \text{ times]} \\
& op_1 \text{ precedes } op_2 \\
& op_1 \text{ leads to } op_2 \\
& \text{globally before } op_1 \\
& \text{after } op_1 \text{ until } op_4 \\
& \text{between } op_3 \text{ and } op_4 \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 2: Pattern and Scope Operators**

The patterns to restrict the occurrences of service invocations include absence, existence, and bounded existence. In particular, the absence pattern requires that invocations to the given operation not to occur (within the given scope, explained later). The existence pattern states that invocations to the given operation must appear. The bounded existence pattern extends it with lower and upper bounds on the number of invocations. For example, to control the overall system performance, the auction service provider may want to set a limit on the number of bids that bidders can make. This can be stated as “\( op_{Bid} \text{ exists at most 3 times} \)”, where the upper bound is 3.

The patterns to state sequencing rules of service invocations include precedence, response, precedence chain, and response chain. For instance, a precedence property of the auctioneer service “\( op_{Register \text{ precedes } op_{UnRegister}} \)” states that there must be at least one \( op_{Register} \) invocation before any \( op_{UnRegister} \) invocation. One may think \( op_{Register} \) enables \( op_{UnRegister} \). A response property “\( op_{Login \text{ leads to } op_{Logout}} \)” states that an \( op_{Login} \) invocation must eventually be followed by an \( op_{Logout} \) invocation. In essence, this specifies a cause-effect relationship between \( op_{Login} \) and \( op_{Logout} \).

To handle more complex interaction constraints, we provide scope operators to state the portions of a service’s interaction history, in which the given pattern must hold. The scopes include global, before, after, between-and, and after-until. The global scope refers to the entire history. The before scope refers to the initial portion of the history up to the first occurrence of a call message of the given operation. The after scope however states the inverse, i.e. the portion after the first occurrence of a reply message of the given operation. In the between-and scope, each portion is marked between consecutive occurrences of two messages. The starting message is the reply message of the first given operation, while the ending message is the call message of the second given operation. The after-until scope is similar but allows the portion to be open ended. That is, the given pattern continues to take effect after a reply to the first operation, even if the second operation will never be invoked afterwards. In contrast, in the between-and scope, the second operation has to be invoked in order for the given pattern to be applicable.

To consider the effect of different parameter values on the service interaction rules, we associate conditions with each constraint specification. For instance, the earlier IC on the upper bound of bids can be fine-tuned to hold for each bidder and each of its login session as:

1. \( op_{Bid} \text{ exists at most 3 times after } op_{Login \text{ until } op_{Logout}} \text{ where } \text{opBid.userInfo} = \text{opLogin.userInfo} = \text{opLogout.userInfo}; \)

The following is another example constraint with conditions for auctioneer service:

2. \( op_{bid \text{ precedes } op_{Retract \text{ after } op_{Login \text{ until } op_{Logout}} \text{ where } \text{opBid.userInfo} = \text{opRetract.userInfo} = \text{opLogin.userInfo} = \text{opLogout.userInfo \text{ and } opBid.bidRefNo = opRetract.bidRefNo}; \)

Aiming at providing a common terminology and a standard way to specify ICs for Web services, we defined an Interaction Property Pattern (IPP) ontology for these pattern and scope operators. IPP ontology is defined using OWL and is designed as an add-on to OWL-S Process Model and as an alternative to the CompositProcess class. Figure 3 presents all the IPP classes and their relationships. More detailed introduction of IPP ontology and an example IC definition using the ontology can be found in [18].

### 3. Runtime monitoring and validation

The approach presented in the previous section enables explicit specification of Web Service interaction constraints. It helps service designers and service consumers to implement and interact with the
service in a proper and predictable way. However, to ensure the service is used correctly and behaves at run-time, we need a tool that can capture the service run-time interaction and check its conformance with the pre-defined interaction constraints. In this section, we introduce a framework and detail the associated techniques for such runtime monitoring and validation.

3.1 Framework Architecture

The monitoring and validation framework intercepts and analyses messages exchanged between a Web service and its clients, and validates the message sequence against the IC specifications. This process is fully automated at run-time. Figure 4 illustrates the overall architecture of the framework.

The framework consists of three major functional parts: message monitoring, interaction constraint specification management, and constraint validation. These three parts interact with each other to provide run-time monitoring and validation of ICs for Web Services.

The message monitoring is conducted by Message Monitor (MM). It observes request and response SOAP messages going in and out of Web Services to intercept run-time operation invocations. Upon obtaining a SOAP message, MM will analyse the message body to extract key elements related to the operation invocation, and generate events for IC validation. MM also exploits the message ID generated by Web service execution platform (e.g. the Axis engine) to correlate a response message to its causing request message.

The interaction constraints specified for the Web service being monitored are managed by Constraint Specification Manager (CSM). It includes a parser that extracts a service’s IC specifications written in the IPP ontology from the OWL-S file and translates them into an internal format (Cf. section 3.2). CSM manages all parsed ICs and, upon request, is able to return all ICs that concern a given interaction event.

The IC validation is carried out by the collaboration of a Service Level Validation Manager (SLVM) and a number of Constraint Level Validation Managers (CLVMs). SLVM manages and coordinates the validation of all ICs of one service. It works on the service level and communicates with other components in the framework. For instance, it uses the Pattern & Scope FSA Library (PSFL) for FSAs that semantically represent pattern and scope operators, and queries CSM for ICs of concern. SLVM also manages the lifecycle of CLVMs. A CLVM is in charge of the validation process on the constraint level. Since a service may have multiple specified ICs, there may be a number of CLVMs for one SLVM.

In the subsequent sections, we shall give more details about CSM, pattern and scope FSAs, as well as the validation process. Since MM is platform-dependent, we shall describe it in section 4.

3.2 Constraint Specification Management

In developing CSM, we intend to keep it easy to accommodate various input IC specification languages apart from XML. We thus define a structured format to internally represent the syntax of ICs so that the
management and validation can be independent of the IC specification language. The internal representation identifies the following five key elements of an interaction constraint:

- Pattern type
- Pattern related messages
- Scope type
- Scope related messages
- Constraint conditions

As an example, Figure 5 depicts the internal syntactic representation for the constraint (2) given in section 2.

**Figure 5: Internal Syntactic Representation for an Example Constraint**

- **Pattern Type: precedes**
  - Pattern Related Messages:
    1. Response Message of opBid;
    2. Request Message of opRetract;

- **Scope Type: after.until**
  - Scope Related Messages:
    1. Response Message of opLogin;
    2. Request Message of opLogout;

- **Constraint Conditions**: Named Parameters
  1. equal: userinfo in opBid,opRetract,opLogin,opLogout
  2. equal: bidRefNo in opBid,opRetract

### 3.3 Pattern FSAs and Pattern Validation

In section 2, we described the semantics of pattern and scope operators informally. To enable automated tool support for validation, we need to formally define their semantics. In our approach, we choose FSAs as the underlying representation. Instead of using one single FSA to define a combination of pattern and scope, we define FSAs for pattern operators and scope operators separately to make the approach more scalable as the number of pattern and scope operators increases. In this section, we introduce the FSAs for pattern operators and outline their validation method. In the next section, we further describe the FSAs for scope operators, their validation, and their coordination with pattern validation.

**FSAs for Pattern Operators.** In general, each pattern operator has a corresponding FSA representation where arc labels are events or event sets, and circles denote states. Figure 6 lists the FSA representations for the pattern operators shown in section 2.

In these figures, a double-circle denotes a final state of the FSA, where the FSA can be safely terminated or destroyed. A single-circle denotes the otherwise. Further, $e_1$ and $e_2$ denote two distinctive events. In figure 6(d-f), the value of natural number $n$ is equal or greater 1 ($n \geq 1$). And $O$ is the set of events not explicitly mentioned.
Validation of Pattern FSAs. In the validation process, a FSA runs in parallel with the monitored services. It transits from one state to another via an arc by taking an event in a labeling set of the arc. A finite sequence of events is considered valid if taking the events sequentially leads the FSA to a final state. A violation will occur if the FSA receives an event that is unspecified at the current state. For example, in Figure 6(a), \( e_2 \) is not allowed to occur at the start state since the pattern requires that at least one \( e_1 \) event must occur before any occurrence of \( e_2 \). A violation may also occur if one attempts to terminate a FSA when it is at a single-circled state. The termination of a pattern FSA may be caused by an event indicating the end of its validation scope (explained below) or the termination of the Web Service. For instance, In Figure 6(b), after receiving \( e_1 \) in the start state, FSA transits to the bottom single-circle state where termination is not acceptable. It means, before terminating the FSA, an \( e_2 \) event is expected so that it can move to the upper final state. In the pattern validation, a violation to the FSA will cause the pattern validator to issue a “\( pv \)” message to the managing scope validator (detailed later).

3.4 Scope FSAs and Scope Validation

Scope operators are used to specify portions of the interaction history of a service, where the pattern constraint must hold [8]. Since a pattern FSA is always associated with a scope, in this work, we develop FSAs for scope operators to manage the lifecycle of pattern FSAs. Validation of a pattern FSA is enabled when the stated portions are entered. Correspondingly, when the portions are exited, validation of the pattern FSA is disabled, resulting in the pattern FSA to be destroyed.

FSAs for Scope Operators. Besides the events that delimit the scope, scope FSAs also concern a special type of events: violations to its associated pattern FSAs. Only these two types of events will cause a scope FSA to transit states. It is worth noting that a violation to the pattern FSA does not necessarily mean a violation to an interaction constraint. The state of the scope FSA must also be taken into consideration when judging a violation on the constraint level.

The FSAs for scope operators are shown in Figure 7, where \( P \) is the associated pattern and \( pv \) denotes a violation event to \( P \). Letter \( s \) and \( t \) are two distinctive events that delimit the scope. The circles in shadow with a letter \( C \) denote the states where a constraint violation has been detected. Circles with different letters indicate states with different semantics, which are detailed below.

**Figure 6:** FSA Representation for Patterns

**Figure 7:** FSA Representation for Scopes

**State E:** The scope where pattern must hold is entered. The validation process of the pattern FSA is enabled. Messages related to the pattern FSA are used to advance its states for validation.

**State D:** Program execution is not in the scope where the pattern must hold. The validation of the pattern FSA is disabled.
FSA is disabled. Messages related to the pattern FSA will be discarded.

State V: A violation on the pattern FSA level is detected.

State C: A violation on the constraint level is detected.

State T: A single round of validation of the interaction constraint has ended.

Validation of Scope FSA. At each state of a scope FSA, certain actions are carried out to validate the constraint. At state D, validation for the pattern FSA is disabled. It becomes enabled when state E is entered. At state T, a Terminate/Destroy message will be sent to the pattern FSA. If it causes a violation to the pattern FSA (i.e. a pattern violation message (pv) is observed), state C is entered, resulting in a constraint violation to be reported. If no pattern violation is observed, both the pattern FSA and the scope FSA will be terminated/destroyed.

In figure 7, (a) denotes the scope FSA for “P before s”. At its initial state, validation of the FSA for P is enabled. The scope validator will not report any violations of P until it receives the first s event. If event s is received before any violation of P is detected, the pattern FSA will be destroyed since the scope has been exited. Figure 7(b) is for scope “P after s”. The validation of P is disabled until the first event s occurs. After that, the validation is enabled and any violation to P will lead to a constraint-level violation. Figure 7(c) depicts “between...and” scope, which looks like the combination after and before. The validation of P will not be enabled until the first event s occurs and will be terminated when t occurs. Any violations of P will not be reported until the first t occurs. Figure 7(d) is for “after...until”. The validation of P is enabled after the first s occurs and any violation that happens afterwards will lead to a constraint level violation. An occurrence of event t will result in terminating the pattern FSA for P.

3.5 Validation Management

The validation of service run-time interaction is carried out by CLVMs. Each CLVM represents an interaction constraint corresponding to an IC specification and is instantiated by a value combination of its named parameters. CLVMs carry out the actual validation function, detecting violations and issuing violation reports. They are created, destroyed, and managed by the SLVM. Figure 8 depicts the relationship between SLVM, CLVMs, Web services, and interaction constraints.

To manage the validation process, the framework creates one SLVM instance for each monitored Web service and one or multiple CLVMs for its ICs. One CLVM instance administers one or multiple scope FSA validators identified by the values of named parameters. Each scope FSA validator may associate one or several pattern FSA validators, which are also identified by the values of their named parameters. This structure is shown hierarchically in Figure 9:

The scope and pattern FSA validators are identified by the values of the named parameters in their related events. Scope FSA validators and pattern FSA validators are correlated by their named parameters. Recall the example IC (2) in sections 2, one scope FSA validator is associated the pattern FSA validators whose named parameters userinfo have the same value. The validation process example given in next section shows how CLVM creates scope FSA validators and their associated pattern FSA validators.

3.6 Validation Process

In general, the validation process is carried out in the following steps:

1. In the initialization phrase, FSAs in PSFL are initialized. CSM reads constraint specifications in OWL-S files and translates them into the internal format. A SLVM is created for each monitored service. MM establishes connections to the server hosting the Web services and is ready to receive intercepted messages.
2. When a message is intercepted and observed, MM deposits an event into the queue of the SLVM of concern.

3. SLVM fetches one event at a time from its event queue. If the event interests no ICs, the event will be discarded. Otherwise SLVM will try to find corresponding CLVMs representing the IC(s) and notify them. Upon being notified, a CLVM will use the event to advance the state of its scope or pattern FSA instances, depending on which one is related. A constraint level violation is detected if the event leads a scope FSA to state $C$.

4. If an event interests an IC, but CLVM found no corresponding scope and pattern FSA instance, CLVM will create a new scope or pattern FSA instances from PSFL using the values of named parameters in the event. It then asks the FSA instance to advance its states using the event.

5. When the processing of an event is completed and no violation is detected, SLVM fetches the next event in the queue for further validation.

Please note that MM and SLVM run in parallel. Message interception process and validation process are asynchronous.

As an example, consider the auctioneer service given in section 2 and its example constraint (2), assuming the service operations are invoked in following sequence:

- $opRegister(user1)$
- $opLogin(user1)$
- $opRetract(user1, 0001)$
- $opBid(user1, item01, 100)$
- $opLogout(user1)$

and that the initialization process is completed, a SLVM instance is created for auctioneer service and is waiting for events.

a. When $opRegister(user1)$ invocation occurs: MM observes SOAP request and response messages for operation $opRegister$ with parameter value $user1$. Then it generates an event to the SLVM for auctioneer service. SLVM finds out from CSM that no IC concerns the event. Thus this event is discarded.

b. When $opLogin(user1)$ invocation occurs: MM sends the corresponding event to SLVM. SLVM learnt from CSM that this event is related to the scope operator in example IC (2). However, the existing scope FSA list in the corresponding CLVM is empty. Then CLVM creates one “after...until” scope FSA validator instance (Cf. Figure 7(d)) using value $user1$. The scope FSA is moved from its initial state $D$ to state $E$, where

the validation of pattern FSA is enabled. Please note, at this stage, the scope FSA does not contain a pattern FSA validator because its related events do not occur yet.

c. When $opRetract(user1, 0001)$ invocation occurs: CLVM regards this as a pattern FSA related message. Then it uses the values of two named parameters, $user1$ and $0001$, as the ID to create one pattern FSA validator and associates it to the scope FSA validator identified by the value of parameter $userinfo(user1)$. Then the pattern FSA validator uses the message to advance its state. However this message is not acceptable at the current state (initial state) of the pattern FSA, so a violation of pattern occurs. A pattern FSA violation event ($pv$) is sent to the scope FSA validator, which causes state transition from State $E$ to State $V$. Now, a constraint violation is detected and is reported to the user.

4. Implementation

We choose Java-based open source platforms and tools to implement the monitoring and validation framework. For the web server, we use Apache Tomcat 5 which is a high efficient servlet container with a lightweight HTTP support. To run Web services, we employ Apache Axis1.2, which is an implementation of W3C SOAP standard, as the SOAP engine to process SOAP messages. Combined these two, we establish a reliable and stable platform to run Java Web Services.

To monitor the behaviours of Web service, we need to intercept the SOAP request messages which are used to invoke operations of services along with their corresponding response messages. The Apache Axis1.2 toolkit contains a SOAP Monitor utility which is able to intercept the SOAP messages going in and out of the service at run-time without requiring any special configuration or modification on the Web service itself. As SOAP requests and responses are received, the messages go through a chain of handlers for processing and are delivered to the right target service. In the Axis1.2 tool kit, a new message handler has been written and added to the global message handler chain so that the messages can be intercepted. To allow client to retrieve the intercepted messages, Axis engine provides a SOAP Monitor Service (SMS) which is implemented as a servlet. When the Axis engine starts, SMS opens a server socket on port 5001 and waiting for connection requests from clients. Once the handler intercepts a message, it will forward the message to SMS and then SMS forwards the message
to all connected clients. In our framework, MM is the component we developed to connect to SMS in Axis to retrieve messages for validation.

In implementing other validation related components in the framework, we have reused and redesigned the architecture of a runtime validation tool developed in [13] for CORBA-based systems. However, these modules have been enhanced to better deal with the full range of interaction property patterns we developed for Web services in this paper. We have also modified the Constraint Specification Manager module for processing the XML-based specifications of service interaction constraints.

Our framework can be deployed and executed relatively independently from the monitored services and client processes. The monitoring is non-intrusive to the service execution and the validation is conducted asynchronously. It is not required to deploy the framework in the same server node as the services. The only inevitable overhead is message interception forwarding conducted by the service execution platform like the Axis engine. This nevertheless will only incur a marginal performance penalty to the execution of monitored services.

5. Related work and discussion

Currently major research effort has been put into the area of Web service composition. Orchestration and choreography based standards, such as BPEL4WS [3] and WS-CDL [14], are in the spotlight of many active researchers. However, they are composition languages in nature and specify service behaviours from the service composition or business process point of view [5]. What they specify is the required behaviours for services rather than the behaviours services can provide. The later issue is what this paper tries to address: specifying behaviours properties for individual services and validating their behaviours at run-time. Some research efforts also identify the needs to specify behaviours properties and propose FSM based or ontological approach to represent interaction protocols for a individual Web service. A more detailed discussion of their approaches is provided in [18]. [2] proposes a SOAP-centric contract description language for Web Services. The approach they employ to specify the messaging sequencing constraints is quite similar to the process model in OWL-S, which also suffers from the limitation as a procedural approach.

A body of work on Web service monitoring has been reported. [15] proposes an approach to specifying and monitoring Service Level Agreements. It focuses on Quality of Service, and monitors properties such as performance and costs, rather than interaction behaviours. [17] develops a service request language to specify goals of service composition and provide a framework to monitor the execution of the composite process. Their approach focuses on service composition rather than a single service. A log-based architecture is described in [6] to track utilization of a Web service. Their work only concerns message interception and logging. [4, 19] aim at monitoring service compositions at run-time to see whether services satisfy the assertions or requirements from the service composition specified by BPEL. [4] uses predicate logic to express assertions and embed them into the BPEL process specification. [19] extracts assumptions and behavioural properties from a BPEL assumptions. The assertions in [4] and behavioural properties in [19] are the required properties from the service consumer, rather than services’ properties. And both of them do not cater for behavioural properties for one single service. In contrast, our work not only offers a practitioner friendly approach to specifying ICs for one individual service, but also includes a framework that can monitor service behaviours and validate them against those ICs. In addition, our monitor attaches to the service itself rather than to a service consumer such as the BPEL process. [20] is targeting the same problem as we try to address: validate the occurrence sequence of SOAP message against the protocol specification. But their approach to constraint specification and validation is different from ours. They utilize XQuery to specify protocol while we use more intuitive pattern-based operators to define constraints. Furthermore, our constraints specifications are compatible with OWL-S framework and can be published as part of the Web Service interface description.

When putting our approach into practical use, the service designer needs to ensure the consistency of all the interaction constraints of a service. Inconsistency among constraints will leads to a situation where calls to an operation will always violate some rules. This issue is addressed in [12] where consistency checking is done by testing the non-emptiness of the language intersection of the interaction constraints and proving that each operation has its role in the intersection.

It is worth noting that some of the example constraints mentioned in this paper can be implemented internally using programming logic. However, the purpose of our work is to spell out those constraints explicitly in the interface description of Web Services so that the clients can have an accurate understanding of service’s behaviour before actual
interactions happen and thus reduce the possibilities of exceptions in the service’s run-time execution.

6. Conclusion

Precise specification and run-time validation of behavioural properties for Web service is critical to ensure the proper use of services and build a loose-coupled, service-based software system.

In this paper, we have presented the design and implementation of a framework to monitor and validate run-time behaviour of Web service against pre-defined interaction constraints. We gave a thorough treatment to the framework architecture, the functionalities and collaboration of its major components, and a detailed description of the overall validation process. Compared to [18], the approach we employ in this paper to representing the semantic of IC is more scalable as the number of scope and pattern operators increases. Instead of using one FSA to represent the combination of pattern and scope, we separate the scope FSAs from pattern FSAs.

Currently we are seeking solutions for incorporating the required operations of services into our framework, and plan to investigate the issue of static compatibility checking between constraints of a service and service composition specification. We also plan to investigate the issue of incorporating violation handling mechanisms in our validation framework.
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